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What if Carol catches her sleeve on fi re in the Bunsen burner?

What if your group forgot to label their solutions and now they are all mixed up?

What if the bell rings and your group’s equipment is still very hot?

What if Nigel breaks a beaker inside the sink?

What if David sits in his chair beside the bench while doing an experiment?

What if Warren picks up a hot tripod and burns his hand?

What if Sandy trips on Gina’s bag that she has left lying on the fl oor?

What if there is a hole in the gas hose of a Bunsen burner and there is gas escaping?

What if Clare tips over a test tube rack containing 3 full test tubes?

What if Jack has his book next to the Bunsen burner and containers of acid?

What if John gets a splash of acid in his eye?

Below are some situations that could happen in the science laboratory. 
Explain what should happen next.



Key Science Equipment Dictionary
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Branches of Science

Natural science is the science of the natural world. It is the experimental, observable, measurable aspects of our 
world and things beyond our world. The other group of sciences are the social sciences which look at human 
behaviours and societies. They are concerned with civilisation and the more human parts of the world. The 
natural sciences are divided into three key areas and within those areas are subareas and within those subareas 
are numerous sub-subareas.
The three main subareas are Life Sciences, Physical Sciences and Earth Sciences. These are this author’s 
opinion and others may rank other sciences as part of the main branches. Other branches may also include 
astronomy, physics, chemistry and biology.

Life Sciences are to do with living things, they range from the very 
small in microbiology (living things and parts of living things that have to be 
viewed using a microscope) to the very large in ecology (whole sets of different 
living things interacting together in ecosystems).  The main subareas are:
• Botany is the study of plants and plant life.
• Zoology is the study of animals and animal life.
• Genetics is the study of inheritance and how features arise from genes 

and interaction of genes and the environment.
• Medicine is the study of treating and preventing diseases.

Physical Sciences are to do with inanimate objects (non-living 
things) or concepts such as energy and electricity.  The main subareas are:
• Physics is the study of the nature and properties of matter (what all 

things are made of) and energies (like movement, electricity, magnetism, 
light, heat and sound).

• Chemistry is the study of the substances matter is made of and what 
changes happen to those substances when the environment is changed in 
different ways.

• Astronomy is the study of celestial objects, space and the physical 
universe as a whole.

Earth Sciences are to do with our planet and how it changes.  The 
main subareas are:
• Geology is the study of the physical side of the history of the Earth and 

focuses on the rocks and structural aspects.
• Palaeontology is the study of the life forms that existed in the past.
• Oceanography is the study of the oceans and seas.
• Meteorology is the study of our atmosphere and weather.

There is also the area of Environmental Science which is becoming more and more common as we look at 
how we are impacting on our earth and how we can change what we are doing for the better. This area involves 
studying aspects of botany, zoology, physics and chemistry.
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There are hundreds of areas within these main branches and there are also new sciences being developed every 
day as we keep discovering new things and developing new technologies. 
Below are just a few of these specifi c areas of science:

Acarology is the study of ticks and mites, apiology is the study of 
bees, electrochemistry is the study of relationships between electricity 
and chemicals, batology is the study of brambles (prickly shrubs like 
blackberries), calorifi cs is the study of heat, caliology is the study 
of birds’ nests, edaphology is the study of soil, emetology is the 
study of vomiting, eremology is the study of deserts, geogony is 
the study of how the earth formed, hyetology is the study of rainfall, 
ichnology is the study of fossilised footprints, kinematics is the study 
of motion, lithology is the study of rocks, metallography is the study 
of the structure of metals, nosology is the study of the classifi cation 
of diseases, optics is the study of light, seismology is the study of 
earthquakes, herpetology is the study of reptiles and amphibians, 
barology is the study of gravitation and catacoustics is the study of 
echoes.

The Bunsen Burner

Want to learn more?  Visit… 
www.jove.com/science-

education/5035/introduction-
to-the-bunsen-burner

The website below can be accessed a few ways:

• Scan the QR code with your smartphone’s QR reader app (you may need to download the app).
• Click on the address.
• Copy and paste the address into your browser.
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Famous Scientists
Marie Curie

Marie Curie or Maria Skłodowska-Curie was born on the 7th of November 1867 in Warsaw, Poland.  
She had four sisters and was the youngest in her family.  Her father was a school teacher and her mother 
passed away when she was very young.  Her father taught her Physics and Mathematics which is where 
her passion for the sciences and where her future career came from. 
When she was 24, she moved to Paris to continue her studies at university where she was the fi rst 
woman to receive a doctorate in France.  She then went on to teach at the University of Paris (or La Sorbonne) and in fact was 
the fi rst woman to do so.  She was interested in examining the magnetic properties of different steel types.  Another teacher at the 
University who was also very interested in magnetism was Pierre Curie.  This common attraction is what drew them together and after 
a year they were married. 
As a team they started to research into radioactivity and together they discovered the element Polonium in 1898 which Marie 
named after her homeland of Poland.  She and her husband both received Nobel Prizes for Physics for their amazing research into 
radioactivity (the energy released by atoms when they are broken apart).  This made her the fi rst woman to win a Nobel Prize.
Unfortunately her husband was killed in a traffi c accident where he slipped and fell on the road and was run over by a large, heavy 
horse drawn carriage and one of the wheels fractured his skull killing him instantly.  Marie continued her work without her husband 
and dedicated her life to researching and experimenting with radioactive materials. 
She went on to discover and isolate pure Radium.  This earned her a second Nobel Prize but this time in the fi eld of Chemistry.  This 
remarkable achievement also meant that she was the fi rst person in history to receive two Nobel prizes in different areas of science 
and the only woman to win two Nobel Prizes.  The only other person to win two in different fi elds was Linus Pauling for his work on 
chemical bonds (prize for chemistry) and for trying to stop nuclear testing (prize for peace). 

During WWI she created and set up mobile X-Ray stations to help treat wounded soldiers.  She developed a 
way to treat infected tissue by injecting it with radon gas that she purifi ed herself.  It is thought that over 1 million 
French soldiers were treated with her special X-Ray units.  Marie tried to sell her and her husband’s gold Nobel 
Medals to help with the war effort but the bank refused to take them.  Instead she used the prize money to help. 
Because she worked with radioactive materials for much of her life and didn’t wear protective clothing while 
working using X-Rays, she suffered numerous health issues including cataracts (clouding of the lens, stopping 
you from seeing clearly), kidney problems and eventually died from leukaemia (a type of cancer) on the 4th 
of July 1934.  Despite all her suffering she never said that the radioactive substances were dangerous.  After 
her death, her remains and those of her late husband were shifted to the Panthéon in Paris where the bodies of 

famous and important French people are kept.  She was the fi rst woman to be put here for her own achievements and not for those 
of her husband.
Because she was such a tremendous scientist and paved the way for many female scientists as well as initiating the study of 
radioactivity, it is said that her name should be written in gold letters to honour her.
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Alexander Graham Bell
Alexander Graham Bell was born on the 3rd of March 1847 in Edinburgh Scotland.  His mother 
and wife were both deaf and his grandfather, father and brother all worked in the fi eld of speech and 
pronunciation.  This family fascination with sound, hearing and speech lead Alexander to his life’s work.  
He started experimenting with hearing devices that helped the deaf and this resulted in his creation of the 
fi rst practical telephone.  His father educated him from a young age until he won a place in Edinburgh’s 
Royal High School.  However, due to his low grades and poor performance he left at the age of fi fteen.  
When he was just 12 he invented a machine that took the husks (outer shells) off grain, which he developed for his neighbour’s fl our 
mill.  As payment he was given a small space to work at the mill so he could create more inventions.  Alexander Graham Bell moved with 
his family to Canada when he was 23.  From here, the family bought a farm in Ontario USA where he set up an inventing laboratory. 
While he continued to work on developing a machine that used electricity to transmit sound, he taught in many places in the USA 
and England.  He even ran his own school that focused on teaching deaf students how to speak.  He eventually married one of his 
students, Mabel Hubbard who was deaf from scarlet fever which she contracted at age fi ve. 
In 1873 he decided to give up teaching and focus on his experiments with sound.  Before the invention of the telephone, messages 
were transmitted using a device called a telegraph.  This was a machine that had a needle that pointed to different letters spelling out 
words.  The needle moved due to electrical impulses but this had limitations and was replaced in America by the use of Morse Code 
through the telegraph line.  This was a special alphabet made up of dots (dits) and dashes (dahs) to represent letters.  They were 
transmitted using electricity through a single wire.  For example, dit dit dah dit is an F.  This system was widely used but only one 
telegraph message could be sent at one time and it was a slow process sending and receiving the code.  Another problem was that 
you needed special training to both send and receive messages through Morse Code.
Alexander Graham Bell started to experiment with a way to send sounds (voices) over a wire using electricity.  He used the skills of a 
talented electrical engineer named Thomas Edison to help him to develop a machine that worked.  In 1875, Bell and Edison created a 
device that used an instrument to create sounds like human voices to transmit words over a wire. 
There is a lot of controversy about who invented the fi rst working telephone but Alexander Graham Bell was the fi rst to patent (gain 
a licence for the invention that meant no one else could make and sell the same invention) the invention in 1876.  Elisha Gray claimed 
that he invented the fi rst telephone and had a system that used water to transmit sound.  They both put in their patent applications 
on the same day but Bell’s was granted fi rst.  It is rumoured that the man issuing the patent licenses owed a lot of money to Bell’s 
lawyer so chose to put his claim through fi rst. 
An Italian man named Antonio Meucci also claimed to have invented the telephone before Alexander Graham Bell in 1873.  In fact, he 
sued Bell for the rights to the telephone but died before a decision was made, so the case was dropped. 
He formed the Bell Telephone Company in 1877 which made him millions of dollars as it produced telephones for use across the 
world.  Despite the invention making him a lot of money he refused to have one in his offi ce as he found it to be very distracting and 
it interrupted his thinking.
Alexander Graham Bell is also noted for his work on the Photophone which used light to transmit sounds.  This later became the 
modern system of fi bre optics.  He also worked on making things for the aviation industry such large box kites that could carry a man.  
He also toyed with the idea of the hydrofoil which is a boat that uses giant fans and air to move it. 
He also invented the fi rst metal detector.  When President James Garfi eld was shot by an assassin, they couldn’t fi nd the bullet so 
Bell quickly put together a device that detected metal.  However, due to the bullet being too deep and because the President was lying 
on a bed that contained metal he could not locate the bullet and the President died. 
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E. O. Wilson
E. O. Wilson was born on the 10th of June 1929 in the state of Alabama in the USA.  His full name is Edward Osborne Wilson but 
prefers to be called E. O.  He is a Biologist, Researcher, Theorist and Naturalist. He specialises in Myrmecology or the study of ants.  
In fact, he is classed as the world’s top ant specialist.  E .O. was interested in Science from an early age and went on to study at the 
University of Alabama and Harvard University where he later taught. 
He blinded himself in one eye while he was out fi shing by getting a hook stuck in his eye but he didn’t stop fi shing to get medical help 
because he loved the outdoors so much and didn’t want to leave his fi shing spot.  A few years later he had surgery to remove the lens 
of his eye that he had damaged as it had gone cloudy.  The surgery restored some vision in his eye but it wasn’t very good and he 
had trouble seeing things clearly, especially far away objects.  Because his eye sight was so bad he started looking close up at small 
things, like insects. 
He loved collecting insects and used to make his own nets to collect butterfl ies which he kept in large 
collections pinned inside boxes.  On one of his insect hunting trips as a young boy he took a piece of 
bark off a dead tree and found it swarming with a type of ant called citronella ants.  They were fat, 
bright yellow and smelt like lemons.  This event stuck in his memory and made him very interested in 
ants.  Also during WWII there was a shortage of the pins that he used to collect his butterfl ies so he 
started collecting ants in vials (small glass containers) instead.  He was the fi rst person in the USA 
to discover the painful stinging Fire Ants. 
He has written many papers and books, including books on socio-biology.  This looks at how 
social behaviours such as mating patterns and fi ghting are inherited (passed from one generation 
to another).  He states that some animal behaviour changes slowly over time and becomes more 
common if they help the animals in some way.  An example of this is how male lions kill any cubs 
that they have not fathered.  This means that only their genes are passed on and so the behaviour 
of cub killing is also passed on.
He also wrote a book on consilience, where he believes that science and things like art, languages 
and psychology can all be used together to study different things such as phobias, addictions and religions.
His most famous work was produced with another scientist called Bert Hölldobler on ants.  It is called ‘The Ants’ and is an 
encyclopaedia all about ants and the ways that they behave and communicate using chemicals.
He has won numerous awards for his work in the many areas of science.  He has won two Pulitzer Prizes for his books on Human 
Nature and The Ants.  These prizes are for outstanding non-fi ction.  He has also won the Heartland prize for fi ction for his book 
about saving a forest, entitled ‘Anthill - A Novel’.  As a child he was a Boy Scout and after 25 years of work in the sciences he 
was awarded the Distinguished Eagle Scout Award.  In 1993, he won the International Prize for Biology which was created for the 
Emperor of Japan and has a prize of 10 million yen (about $120,000 NZD).  In 2007, E. O. Wilson won the Addison Emery Verrill 
Medal for his work in the natural sciences.  During this year he also won the TED Prize for positively impacting the planet.  As well 
as a further 92 awards and honours he was awarded the EarthSky Science Communicator of the year award on 2010 where 600 
of the world’s scientists voted for him.
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Being Observant
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Dissecting an Article: Snotty Hagfish

When you threaten a hagfi sh, it squirts a huge amount of snotty goo from hundreds of glands that run along its sides.  
The goo is in such large quantities it could gag a large predator like a shark.  The goo that they secrete can expand to 
20 litres when it is combined with water; it is like mixing powdered glue paste up for papier-mâché.  This goo is produced 
as a defence mechanism where they become so slippery that the predator can’t hold on to them.  They can also tie 
themselves into a knot spreading the goo all over the predator, this twisting pretzel movement also removes the goo that 
is sticking them to themselves so that they can escape.  The hagfi sh is mainly prey for birds and mammals, with very few 
sea creatures daring to eat the slimy snot ball.  Scientists think that this could be because the goo is able to block fi sh’s 
gills which would suffocate them so instead they stay away.

Hagfi sh are an eel-like marine fi sh that are found in deep areas of the ocean.  Hagfi sh occur in a range of colours 
including pink, brown, blue, grey and even black or white spotted.  They are very simple fi sh and lack a true eye.  They 
have a series of eye spots instead that detect light rather than actually see objects.  Hagfi sh use long whiskers around 
their mouths called barbels to help them sense the things in their environment.  They 
feed in a very peculiar way.  They enter the bodies of dead or dying animals and eat 
them using sets of jaws that move horizontally instead of vertically like ours that are 
covered in sharp spines that pull fl esh from their prey.  They also have four spiny rake 
shaped teeth that sit back in their mouths on a hard tongue that pull bits of food in and 
down their throats.  They average 50 cm in length and are covered in a sagging, loose 
skin.  Hagfi sh skin has been used to make many fashion accessories including wallets, 
handbags and belts because it makes very robust leather that is easily manipulated.  
They have also been used as a food source in some Asian countries, where the slime 
is collected and used to thicken foods and is also whipped up to give airiness to foods similar to how egg white is used.  
Because they look quite repulsive and are so greasy and gross, people have done very little research into hagfi sh and have 
been inclined to leave them alone.

Recently, Materials Scientists from a laboratory at the University of Guelph in Canada have been studying hagfi sh slime 
and have been able to create strong, stretchy fi bres from it.  They state that the fi bres could be used for things like 
parachutes, packaging or even material for clothes in the future.  It isn’t known how successful these products would be 
given the bad reputation of the disgusting hagfi sh – would you be brave enough to wear clothes made of mucus?

When scientists and cooks want to extract the slime for use, they don’t kill the hagfi sh, rather they have to irritate them or 
make them scared enough to slime.  Sometimes this is done by holding the hagfi sh by the tail and giving it electric shocks 
or by hitting its tank with a stick.  Once it slimes, buckets and buckets of goo can be collected from just one fi sh.

The slime itself isn’t a simple gel like you would eat in jelly.  It contains millions of tiny microscopic fi bres called microfi laments 
that can trap water and stop the goo from being torn apart.  This makes it quite strong for slime. The fi laments that are 
in the slime are made of proteins (proteins are often referred to as the building blocks of life) similar to those that make up 
your hair or fi ngernails.  Scientists have been able to extract these tiny fi laments and use them to create threads similar 
to nylon about 20 cm in length.  They have amazing ductile strength and can be stretched a long way before they break.  
In fact, they are almost as strong as spider web silk (which is thought to be fi ve times as strong as steel if you 
could get enough of it).  The fi bres made from hagfi sh are also a lot kinder on the environment because they 
come from a living thing which doesn’t need to be killed in order to extract the slime and each individual 
hagfi sh produces huge quantities.  The main material used in producing things like parachutes which 
are light but strong is nylon but this has a negative impact on the environment because it is 
produced from petroleum.
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Browning Apples
3. Method:  Reorganise the steps from the downloadable resource into the correct order below.

Put 3 pieces of apple in each beaker and cover the beakers with cling wrap.

Take each piece of apple out and dab it dry on a paper towel. Compare each piece to the Browning Scale and rate 
each one on a scale of 1 to 5 (see scale on the next page).

Bend each piece and note if it is bendy or snaps.

Add 50 mL of each solution to the corresponding beaker. Leave the control beaker empty.

Collect equipment and label the beakers with each solution’s name: water, vinegar and lemon juice.

Wash all equipment and put it away. 

Make notes of any other observations such as smell or texture.

Use the cork borer to bore  15 x 3 cm pieces of apple with the skin removed.

Put the beakers in a shaded area for 24 hours.

Squeeze each piece and note if it is hard or soft.
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Ice Melting Experiment

HypothesisHypothesis

Independent Independent 
VariableVariable

Dependent Dependent 
VariableVariable

AimAim

EquipmentEquipment

What do I want to fi nd out?

What do I think will happen?

What am I changing and how?

What am I measuring and how?

What do I need to carry out the experiment?

MethodMethod What do I need to do?What does my experiment look like?

ResultsResults What data did I collect?What did I observe happening?

To fi nd out which material is best at stopping ice melting.  

That the tinfoil will be the best at stopping it melting; it will lose the least mass. 

We are changing the material that the ice cubes are wrapped in. We are using paper, tin foil, fabric, plastic wrap 
and wool.  

We are measuring how much mass the ice cubes lose after they sit out on the table for 15 minutes. We are going 
to weigh them before and after and use the unit grams (g).

Scales, similar sized Ice cubes (6), equal size pieces of paper, tin foil, fabric, plastic wrap and wool – big enough 
to fully enclose each ice cube, stopwatch, forceps  

1.  Collect all equipment.
2. Use the forceps to weigh 1 ice cube and record its mass in the results table. 

Wrap this carefully in the piece of paper. (try not to touch the ice cubes with 
your hands – use the forceps as much as possible).

3. Repeat step 2 for the other materials, making sure to leave one ice cube 
with nothing on it.

4. Start your stopwatch when all cubes are wrapped and wait for 15 minutes.
5. Unwrap the paper wrapped ice cube and shake off any water drops using 

the forceps, weigh the ice cube and record in your results table.
6. Repeat step 5 for the other cubes. Unwrap them in the same order that you 

wrapped them in.

paper

fabric

tin foil

plastic wrap

wool

nothing

Mass BeforeMaterial Amount LostMass After

What is the best material to stop ice from melting?QuestionQuestion
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ConclusionConclusion What have I found out from this experiment?

Results Results 
GraphGraph

Because this data is not showing a trend or pattern it is just giving some data on 6 separate things we will use a 
bar chart.
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Spaghetti Strength Experiment

HypothesisHypothesis

Independent Independent 
VariableVariable

Dependent Dependent 
VariableVariable

AimAim

EquipmentEquipment

How does the length of a piece of spaghetti affect its strength?

What do I want to fi nd out?

What do I think will happen?

What am I changing and how?

What am I measuring and how?

What do I need to carry out the experiment?

MethodMethod What do I need to do?What does my experiment look like?

ResultsResults What data did I collect?What did I observe happening?

1.  Collect all equipment.
2. Cut spaghetti to the following lengths: 20 cm, 15 cm, 10 cm, 5 cm. Cut 3 

pieces of each length.
3. Place the retort stands at 20 cm apart and adjust a clamp on each to the 

same height. Take the 20 cm piece of spaghetti and rest it on the clamp 
arms. Use a piece of sticky tape to keep it in place.

4. Take a 20 g mass, hang it off the centre of the spaghetti and record if it 
breaks or not. Repeat this but add 20 g of extra mass each time until it 
snaps. Write the mass at which it snapped in your results table. Repeat this 
for each of the three 20 cm pieces.

5. Repeat step 3 and 4 for the other lengths of spaghetti. 

20 cm

15 cm

10 cm

5 cm

Length of Spaghetti Weight Spaghetti Snapped At (g)
Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3 Average

QuestionQuestion
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ConclusionConclusion What have I found out from this experiment?

Results Results 
GraphGraph
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2. Six Word Scramble

Word Games

Measuring  C
ylin

der

1. Terminology Tornado
Using the following science term, see how many words of 3 or more letters you can make in 10 minutes.

PointsPoints
3-4 letters = 1 point3-4 letters = 1 point
5+ letters = 2 points5+ letters = 2 points

ScoresScores
0-5 points = awful0-5 points = awful
6-10 = average6-10 = average
10+ = amazing10+ = amazing

Cross out each of the words that fi t with one of the clues. You will be left with one word that doesn’t fi t; this is your 
answer.

Clues
a. science equipment
b.  areas of science
c.  parts of an experiment write up
d.  hazard signs

Answer

chemistry method irritant boss head aim thermometer physics

caution spatula fl ammable equipment radiation

reliable explosive biology beaker pollutant test tube hypothesis

geology biohazard results table gauze mat conclusion

Use the clues to work out what the 6 key science words are and then spell the word in the grid by colouring in the 
squares that make up the word. Use different colours for each answer.

COL FLA IS GY

IS TO HYP BLE

OLO AX LAR NGS

OTH MMA ES GE

Clues
a. What you predict will happen in an experiment. (10) __________  
b. Piece of equipment used for holding hot objects. (5) __________  
c. Catches fi re easily. (9) __________  
d. Study of rocks and the physical side of Earth. (7) __________  
e. The horizontal and vertical lines of a graph. (4) __________  
f. Part of Bunsen burner that moves to change the air hole size. (6) __________  
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4. Topic Word Find
The following word fi nd contains…
• 9 names of equipment.
• 7 names of hazard signs.
• 5 names of units.

Find each of these in the word fi nd below then write their names in the correct column in the table that follows.

OO TT SS AA NN HH AA VV LL OO MM EE SS NN
SS UU II SS LL EE CC SS EE EE RR GG EE DD
II RR RR II TT AA NN TT TT TT NN DD BB OO

NN TT SS EE RR TT II RR II OO OO EE UU RR
HH TT EE AA NN PP EE LL TT PP II OO TT GG
AA RR CC OO RR RR OO SS II VV EE XX GG NN
RR EE OO LL II OO UU RR DD TT BB II NN II
MM II NN LL MM OO TT BB GG AA UU DD II RR
FF GG DD VV TT FF OO UU NN MM TT II LL RR
UU FF LL AA MM MM AA BB LL EE TT SS II II
LL AA LL UU TT AA PP SS II ZZ SS II OO TT
PP OO LL LL UU TT AA NN TT UU EE NN BB SS
LL MM AA RR GG OO LL II KK AA TT GG UU SS
NN OO II TT UU AA CC LL AA GG AA AA AA BB

Equipment Hazard Signs Units
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6. Crossword

Across
2.  The factor that you are measuring. (2 words)
3. A diagram that shows your results in a way that 

makes any patterns easy to see, usually a line graph 
is used. (2 words)

7. When you use all equipment correctly and follow your 
 method your data will be …
10.  A short sentence or question that states what the 

experiment is about.
11.  A short sentence explaining what you are trying to 

fi nd out.
13. A long section that explains the science of what 
 happened and talks about fair testing, reliability and 
 accuracy.
14.  Step-by-step instructions.
15 A paragraph that summarises what you found out and 

links to the aim and hypothesis.

Down
1. The factor that you are changing. (2 words)
4. A grid that has all of your data recorded in it. 
 (2 words)
5. A prediction about what you think will happen.
6. This is when only one variable is changed and 
 everything else is kept the same. (2 words)
8. If you repeat your experiment, remove outliers and 
 average your results your data will be …
9.  A list of all of the gear that you need.
12.  The part of the experiment where 
 nothing is changed. Used for 
 comparisons.
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99
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1111 1212

1313 1414

1515

Use pages 30-31 
and 41-42 to help 
you if you get stuck.
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